Experimental Study on Shear Strengthening of RC Beams with an FRP Grid-PCM Reinforcement Layer
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Abstract: This paper investigates the shear strengthening effect of a number of reinforced concrete (RC) beams strengthened by a reinforcement layer which combines carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) grid and polymer cement mortar (PCM). A total of ten RC beams, including three types of specimens as Series A and seven kinds of specimens as Series B, were prepared and investigated. The test variables in both series of experiments included various reinforcement ranges and different reinforcement amounts that consisted of CFRP grids’ spacing and cross-section areas. The experimental results suggest that the shear strengthening effect of the CFRP grid-PCM layer for RC beams is obvious and adequate. Meanwhile, better performance is observed if the CFRP grid-PCM reinforcement layer is used for the full sectional reinforcement of RC beams with an I-shaped profile, in contrast to RC beams with reinforcement of the web only. In addition, a new evaluation method based on the effective strain of the CFRP grid is developed to determine the shear capacity of RC beams strengthened by a CFRP grid-PCM layer.
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1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, there has been a great demand for the strengthening or retrofitting of existing reinforced concrete (RC) structures due to ageing, the increment of the service load, the fact that they were designed using former guidelines, or even due to earthquakes. For example, a large number of concrete structures designed and constructed according to former standards had collapsed or were damaged in the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011. At that time, a sluice with an I-shaped profile (Figure 1), placed across a river embankment to drain wastewater and pump water from the river, was damaged due to the occurrence of uneven settlement. Moreover, it has been found that the steel reinforcement ratio of existing concrete structures designed using the former standard was inadequate. For this reason, a certain strengthening method is required to make sure the capacity of sluice is sufficient in shear. If using reinforced concrete to enlarge the cross section, the inhibition rate of the cross section becomes too large and a thicker concrete covering should be applied to prevent corrosion of steel bars. As a result, this method may have an adverse impact on the normal use of sluice, so another method should be used to instead of enlargement of the cross section.
Some strengthening and retrofitting materials have been developed for existing concrete structures in the last decade, including textile reinforced mortar (TRM) [1–6], fiber reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) [7–12], textile reinforced concrete (TRC) [13–16], steel-reinforced grout (SRG) [17,18], and fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites [19–25]. Among them, fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites, including FRP sheets, FRP plates, FRP grids, and so forth, have been demonstrated to be an effective solution due to their favorable and prominent properties (e.g., light weight, high tensile strength, excellent corrosion resistance, and durability in harsh environments) [26,27]. FRP grids (Figure 2), a kind of FRP composite that has been proposed in the past decade, are made of high-strength fibers such as carbon fibers impregnated with a suitable resin system to form a grid pattern, and the main difference between FRP grids and FRP sheets/plates include the production process, cross section, and stiffness. Currently, numerous experimental studies have been performed on RC beams strengthened with externally bonded FRP sheets/plates, but those were always conducted together with epoxy-based materials used as bonding agent. Thus, the strengthening effect in flexural or in shear largely depends on these organic systems (usually an epoxy system) at the bonding interface between FRP sheets/plates and the concrete substrate. However, the epoxy-based materials have their own weaknesses, which primarily include the poor fire resistance, easy degradation under strong UV radiation, and low efficiency in both over-high/low temperature and moisture environments [28–30]. These disadvantages have partially compromised the attractive properties of strengthening techniques mentioned before in some engineering applications. For these reasons, the bonding behavior at the interface may deteriorate rapidly if existing concrete structures lie in harsh environments, such as over-high/low temperature, in the presence of moisture, or even near fire and underwater.

Therefore, some scholars have suggested replacing the epoxy systems with some inorganic cementitious materials to develop two major strengthening systems which combine FRP composites and cement-based materials [31], namely FRP sheets/plates bonded with a cementitious material [32] and FRP grids bonded with cement mortar [33,34]. Compared to the former strengthening method,
the advantages of FRP grids bonded with a cement-based material are summarized as follows: (a) the stress transfer between the FRP grid and cementitious materials is more efficient, caused by the improving of the impregnation [32,35]; (b) the drawbacks observed with the FRP sheets/plates with respect to uneven pasting and empty drums can be effectively avoided, especially when the strengthening areas are excessively large; and (c) for FRP grid strengthening, the rivets are usually considered to be a temporary anchor to attach the FRP grid on the external surface of concrete beams such that better bonding at the interface may be obtained to some extent.

As mentioned before, FRP grids are usually fixed and bonded to concrete by spraying or laminating a thin covering of normal mortar. However, normal mortar is easily broken due to its properties of low tensile strength and brittleness. Thus, several cementitious materials used as a thin strengthening layer, such as engineered cementitious composite (ECC) matrix [33,34,36] and polymer cement mortar (PCM) [37–39], have been proposed by scholars from all over the world to take the place of normal mortar with low strength. PCM, a new inorganic material used in strengthening fields, is made by pouring a small volume of organic polymer (e.g., acrylic copolymer [40], arene-perfluoroarene [41,42]) into a kind of cement mortar. The purpose of this is to improve the performance of the original inorganic materials, as it displays such properties as high tensile strength, superior corrosion and seepage resistance, lower incidence of dry cracking, as well as better bonding performance between PCM and the original concrete substrate [37,43,44].

A large number of relative studies on various FRP composites in shear strengthening have been discussed in recent years. For example, Liu et al. and Koutas et al. [6,45,46] demonstrated the current state of research regarding RC members retrofitted by CFRP grid-PCM layer, indicating that regardless of the flexural or shear reinforcement effect, the load-carrying capacity of RC members retrofitted by CFRP grid-PCM was adequate. Teng et al. [47] summarized the development and application of new structural materials, such as FRP composites, showing that the load capacity and ductility of strengthened structures were increased compared to unreinforced structures. Chen et al. [48] and Lu et al. [49] considered that the debonding failure of FRP composites with various formations (e.g., FRP grids/sheets) usually appeared on the concrete surface prior to concrete crushing during the shear resistance process. Zheng et al. [50] conducted several shear tests with RC beams externally bonded with FRP grid and UHTCC. The results showed that the shear strengthening effect produced by this method was very good, and studied the shear-compression failure and partial debonding of FRP grids regarding the ultimate state for these beam specimens with different reinforcement ratios. Ding et al. [51] assessed the strengthening effect by comparing FRP grids and FRP sheets, indicating that the load-carrying ability and safety of beams reinforced with FRP grids were better than FRP sheets. In addition, Spadea et al. [52] and Ferreira et al. [53] noted that the structural effectiveness of FRP composites in strengthening RC members was quite important to predict the load capacity of the strengthened beams. Therefore, previous investigators have pointed out that the evaluation method, which determines the contribution of the FRP composites for RC beams in shear, should carefully consider the effective strain of the FRP composites [54–57]. However, existing calculated methods in shear are not suitable for the FRP grid because its stress transfer mechanism is different from traditional FRP composites (e.g., FRP sheets, FRP plates, and FRP bars). Moreover, at present, few studies have explored the reinforcement range and reinforcement amount of I-shaped RC beams, especially those strengthened by FRP grids.

Taking the above background into consideration, this paper aims to explore the shear strengthening effect of RC beams with I-shaped profiles using FRP grid-PCM reinforcement layer. For this purpose, a total of ten beam specimens are divided into two series (called Series A and Series B later) and are introduced in different sections. Initially, three kinds of specimens (Series A) under various reinforcement ranges are used to investigate which type is the most suitable for RC beams with I-shaped profiles; then, based on the research results of Series A, the other series, Series B, are investigated in order to explore the shear resistance effect on concrete beams under different reinforcement amounts. The load–deflection responses, load–strain responses, and crack patterns are compared among all
specimens. Moreover, a new evaluation method for the shear capacity of RC beams with a combination of CFRP grid and PCM as a reinforcement layer, which is based on the effective strain of the CFRP grid, is subsequently developed.

2. Experimental Study on Reinforcement Range

2.1. Test Programme

There are three types of specimens with different CFRP grid-PCM reinforcement ranges in Series A, including the control beam N0 with no reinforcement, and the specimen RWC5 that is reinforced by a CFRP grid of CR5 type on the web only, while the remaining RHWC5 is similar to RWC5 but the reinforcement range covers both the web and the haunch, as indicated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Existing Sample</th>
<th>Reinforcement Portion</th>
<th>Reinforcement Range</th>
<th>Thickness of PCM, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N0</td>
<td>HRB335</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWC5</td>
<td>HRB335</td>
<td>D10@250</td>
<td>CR5 (150 × 50)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHWC5</td>
<td>HRB335</td>
<td>D32 × 4</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: (1) RWC5 means reinforcement in web with a CFRP grid of type CR5, and RHWC5 means reinforcement in haunch and web with a CFRP grid of type CR5; (2) the FRP grid is embedded in PCM with a thickness of 15 mm at each side. (3) HRB-X means the strength class of steel bars; D-X means the steel bar with a diameter of X mm; @-X means the interval of stirrups is X mm.

Figure 3 shows the manufacturing process for the specimens. Initially, concrete beams with an I-shaped profile were produced and then cured for 28 days. Subsequently, original beams were polished by vacuum blasting for surface treatment before the CFRP grid was attached to the lateral surface of the concrete beam, with rivets used as temporary anchorage. Finally, in order to avoid the occurrence of dehydration phenomenon, primer mortar was sprayed or painted prior to PCM shotcrete.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** The manufacture process of specimens: (a) Concrete cast; (b) Original concrete beam; (c) Vacuum blast; (d) CFRP grid installation; (e) Primer mortar spray; (f) PCM shotcrete.

Grade HRB 335 steel bars with a diameter of 10 mm and spaced at an interval of 250 mm were used as stirrups, where the calculated stirrup reinforcement ratio was 0.38%. The compressive and tensile steel bars of Grade HRB 335 with a diameter of 32 mm were placed in the upper and bottom
region to resist the compressive and tensile force, respectively. The tensile steel reinforcement ratio calculated in this series (i.e., Series A) was 4.48%, the purpose of which is to ensure a higher flexural capacity than shear capacity, resulting in the typical shear failure prior to flexural failure in the end. Further, the shear span ratio of 2.75 in all specimens, which meets the demand of GB 50010-2010 [58], guarantees the occurrence of shear-compression failure which is regarded as one of typical shear failure modes. The design methods of reinforcement ratios with respect to steel bars and FRP grids mentioned before are introduced by GB 50010 [58], and they are determined by the following equations.

\[
\rho_{\text{web}} = \frac{A_{\text{web}}}{b_{\text{web}} \cdot s} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\rho_w = \frac{A_w}{b_{\text{web}} \cdot h_0} \tag{2}
\]

where, \(\rho_{\text{web}}, \rho_w\) are defined as the shear and tensile reinforcement ratio (i.e., the corresponding steel bars and FRP grids in this paper), respectively; \(s\) is defined as the spacing of the shear reinforcement; \(b_{\text{web}}\) and \(h_0\) are defined as the cross-sectional width and effective depth of the specimens, respectively; and \(A_w\) and \(A_{\text{web}}\) are defined as the total cross-sectional area of the tensile reinforcement and shear reinforcement at a spacing of \(s\), respectively.

A ready-mix normal concrete for casting and a kind of cementitious inorganic material called PCM for shotcrete were provided by local companies. For concrete, Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC, density: 3.14 g/cm\(^3\)), sea sand (density: 2.59 g/cm\(^3\)), crushed stone (density: 2.76 g/cm\(^3\)) with maximum size of 20 mm, and water were used in the concrete mixture. The water-to-cement ratio and sand ratio of this concrete were 0.63 and 45.8%, respectively. PCM is a cementitious structural repairing mortar with higher tensile and compressive strength than other kinds of normal mortar, which consists of cement, styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) polymer, and acrylic fiber, and the detailed mixture proportions of PCM are listed in Table 2. During the process of casting concrete and jetting PCM as continuous casting, three cubic samples (spaces between 150 mm) for concrete and three cubic samples (spaces between 70.7 mm) for PCM were reserved and then cured 28 days. The main mechanical properties (i.e., strength and elastic modulus) of concrete, PCM, steel bars, and CFRP grids follow their own standards of test methods [38,59–61], and then the average measured values of all material are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.

### Table 2. PCM mixture proportion (kg/m\(^3\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Cement</th>
<th>Fly Ash</th>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Acrylic Fiber</th>
<th>SBR Polymer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Material properties of concrete and PCM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>(f_{c}, \text{MPa})</th>
<th>(f_{t}, \text{MPa})</th>
<th>(E_{c}, \text{GPa})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N0</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWC5, RHWC5</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(f_c, f_t, \text{and } E_c\) are the average compressive strength, tensile strength, and elastic modulus of the corresponding inorganic materials (i.e., concrete and PCM in this study), respectively.

### Table 4. Material properties of steel bars and CFRP grids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>(A_{w1}, \text{mm}^2)</th>
<th>(f_{u1}, \text{MPa})</th>
<th>(f_{y1}, \text{MPa})</th>
<th>(E_0, \text{Gpa})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRB335</td>
<td>D32</td>
<td>804.2</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRB335</td>
<td>D10</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR5</td>
<td>CFRP grids</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(A_{w1}\) is the cross-sectional areas of a single steel bar or FRP grid; \(f_{u1}, f_{y1}\) are the mean values of the ultimate and yielding strengths, respectively.
2.2. Test Method

The beam specimens were subjected to two-point loading through the load spreader combining load plates and a load-spreader beam [62], which was placed between the specimen and the hydraulic actuator, as illustrated in Figure 4. The applied load, operated by a closed-loop servo-controlled hydraulic actuator of 2000 kN, was applied monotonically under a displacement control at a rate of 0.01 mm/s [63]. In addition, Figure 5 shows the geometrical dimensions of the specimens and the installation placement of the strain gauges. Strain gauges with base length of 3 mm were installed at several locations of the existing stirrups throughout the shear span. Meanwhile, some strain gauges were also installed on the vertical grids, which were near the measuring points of the existing stirrups, in order to reveal the shear strengthening effect of the CFRP grid. Moreover, a total of five linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs), with maximum range of 50 mm, were used to measure the vertical deflections of the beam specimens.

Figure 4. Test setup: (a) Schematic diagram; (b) Photo.

Figure 5. Cont.
2.3. Test Results and Discussion

The crack patterns of beam specimens on ultimate states and the load–deflection ($P$–$\delta$) responses are indicated in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Moreover, the PCM material was stripped off as completely as possible after the specimens were damaged to observe the failure modes of the CFRP grid. In Figure 6, the pictures on the right correspond to the marked areas on the specimens, showing the grid. The typical shear-compression failure, regarded as the main failure mode, appeared in strengthened beams.

![Figure 5. Schematic of specimens in Series A (Unit: mm): (a) Side view for strengthened beams (left side for RWC5, right side for RHWC5); (b) Front view for the reinforcement cage and the longitudinal section of the beam; (c) Front view for FRP grid area (left side for RWC5, right side for RHWC5).](image)

![Figure 6. Crack patterns of strengthened beams: (a) RWC5; (b) RHWC5. The pictures on the right correspond to the marked areas (blue dashed rectangle) on the specimens, showing the grid.](image)

![Figure 7. Load–deflection ($P$–$\delta$) responses.](image)
According to Figure 7, specimen RHWC5 is obviously better than the others in this series tests, no matter in ultimate capacity, second stiffness, or even displacement of peak load level. In detail, when compared to the specimen without reinforcement (i.e., N0), the ultimate load of specimens with reinforcement, i.e., the specimen RWC5 and RHWC5, are improved by approximately 17% and 33%, respectively. It can be concluded that the CFRP grid-PCM reinforcement layer proposed for the strengthening of concave concrete is effective. Moreover, for specimen RHWC5, the slope of the $P-\delta$ relationship increases slightly and the ultimate load is increased by approximately 14% when the loading force is beyond 500 kN, in comparison with specimen RWC5. Therefore, better performance in both the second stiffness occurred and the ultimate load if an RC beam with an I-shaped profile is strengthened by CFRP grid-PCM layer along the web and haunch. On the other hand, the orthogonality failure of partial grids (red dashed rectangular pointed by an arrow) close to the critical shear cracks and the corresponding local debonding failure of PCM are shown in specimen RWC5, reconfirming that the strengthening approach for RC beam, which is externally bonded by the CFRP grid-PCM reinforcement layer along the web only, is not sufficient, in comparison with the web and haunch strengthening layer. It should be noted that the casting number of each type of beam was only one in this series; as a result, the disadvantages (e.g., the influence of a scatter range, the determination of the failure modes) caused by testing each configuration once are inevitable to some extent, but they are unlikely to deny the effectiveness of the results obtained with these beam specimens.

3. Experimental Study on Reinforcement Amount

3.1. Test Programme

According to the test results from the last section, better performance was obtained on concrete beams with I-shaped profile, especially in the ultimate state, when using reinforcement of CFRP grid-PCM layer along both the web and the haunch regions. Other bonding tests of FRP grid-PCM and concrete blocks have been previously conducted by authors, and these research results suggested that the bonding behavior between the existing concrete and the CFRP grid with PCM shotcrete was sufficient, while the essential number of grid points in one plane was at least three [44,64]. Thus, seven types of beam specimens with larger dimensions and full range reinforcement (i.e., both web and haunch), Series B, were prepared and then tested.

In this series, the reinforcement amount of the CFRP grids is considered as the main test variable to investigate their influence on RC beams strengthened by CFRP grid-PCM layer in shear, as indicated in Table 5. In terms of the existing portion, the stirrups spaced intervals of 250 mm were Grade HRB 300 steel bars with diameter of 10 mm, while the compressive and tensile steel bars were Grade HRB 335 with diameter of 35 mm. The shear span ratio is 2.93 in all beam specimens. For strengthened beams, in addition to control beam N0′ with no reinforcement, all of strengthened beams are reinforced along the web and the haunch: the RHWP specimen reinforced by PCM only, specimens RHWC4, RHWC6, and RHWC8 reinforced with PCM and CFRP grids of different types (named as CR4, CR6 and CR8). The RHWC4′ specimen includes a grid type CR4, but with vertical spacing of 50 mm, which is 1/3 of the others (150 mm). The remaining specimen, RHWC64, is special because it is reinforced by a combination of CR4 and CR6 types, layered in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

Some design principles and construction methods are almost the same as the previous Series A tests, including design concepts, manufacture process, standards for test methods, instrumentation, and testing procedure. Hence, these are not introduced again, and all related measured results are summarized in Tables 6 and 7, while the geometrical dimensions of specimens and the installation placement of the strain gauges are shown in Figure 8.
tests, including design concepts, manufacture process, standards for test methods, instrumentation, summarized in Tables 6 and 7, while the geometric dimensions of specimens and the installation and testing procedure. Hence, these are not introduced again, and all related measured results are

Note: $f_c$, $f_t$, and $E_c$ are the average compressive strength, tensile strength, and elastic modulus of the corresponding inorganic materials (i.e., concrete and PCM in this study), respectively.

Table 6. Material properties of steel bars and CFRP grids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>$A_{w1}$, mm$^2$</th>
<th>$f_{y0}$, MPa</th>
<th>$f_{t0}$, MPa</th>
<th>$E_c$, GPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D35</td>
<td>tensile steel bars</td>
<td>956.6</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td>Stirrups</td>
<td>71.33</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR4</td>
<td>CFRP grids</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR6</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR8</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $A_{w1}$ is the cross-sectional areas of single steel bar or FRP grid; $f_{y0}, f_{t0}$ are the mean values of the ultimate and yielding strengths, respectively.

Figure 8. Schematic of specimens in Series B (Unit: mm): (a) Side view for strengthened beams with FRP grid; (b) Front view for reinforcement cage and the longitudinal section of the beam; (c) Front view for FRP grid area (150 mm × 50 mm, i.e., RHWC4, RHWC6, RHWC8, RHWC64); (d) Front view for FRP grid area (50 mm × 50 mm, i.e., RHWC4').
3.2. Results and Discussion

3.2.1. Failure Modes

The summary of the experimental results and the crack patterns of beam specimens regarding the ultimate load are presented in Table 8 and Figure 9, respectively. Similar to the analysis of Series A (Figure 6), the PCM material was stripped off from strengthened beam specimens as completely as possible after loading tests were finished. All beams failed in a typical shear-compression failure, which is concrete crushing after the main shear cracks developed completely, as shown in Figure 9. During the whole loading process, although fine flexural cracks were observed on the lateral surface at a load level of approximately 240 kN, the critical shear crack along the diagonal direction connecting the support and loading point appeared at various loads with the changes in the reinforcement amount of the CFRP grid. In addition, as load increased, the length and width of the flexural and shear cracks developed gradually for all beam specimens, but an increase in the number of cracks with smaller width were observed on the outside surface when RC beams were strengthened by PCM as a thin covering. As predicted, the local concrete crushing occurred on the upper edge of the RC beam.

Figure 9. Crack patterns: (a) RHWC4; (b) RHWC6; (C) RHWC8; (d) RHWC4′; (e) RHWC64. The pictures on the right correspond to the marked areas (blue dashed rectangle) on the specimens, showing the grid.
Table 8. Summary of experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>$P_{fc}$, kN</th>
<th>$P_{sc}$, kN</th>
<th>$P_{u}$, kN</th>
<th>$\eta_{u}$, %</th>
<th>Failure Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N0'</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHWP</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHWC4</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHWC6</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHWC8</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>SC + PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHWC4'</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHWC64</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>SC + PD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $P_{fc}$—the first flexural cracking load, $P_{sc}$—the critical shear cracking load, $P_{u}$—the ultimate load, $\eta_{u}$—the increase ratio of ultimate load, SC—shear-compression failure, PD—partial debonding of CFRP grid.

As exhibited in Table 7, the load value at which the first flexural cracking happens ($P_{fc}$) stays similar for all specimens, as expected. For the specimen RHWP reinforced by PCM only, the ultimate load value ($P_{u}$) shows little increase in comparison with specimen N0', but the value at which the shear cracks appear ($P_{sc}$) is higher due to the existence of the PCM layer. The enlargement of the cross-sectional areas of CFRP grid (i.e., specimens RHWC4 and RHWC6) causes the magnitudes of both $P_{sc}$ and $P_{u}$ to increase gradually with the cross-sectional areas of CFRP. The same strengthening effect due to the reduction in grid spacing is observed comparing specimens RHWC4 and RHWC4' (with one-third the transverse grid spacing). The specimen RHWC8 shows, on the one side, an increase of the $P_{sc}$ value in respect to specimen RHWC6, but almost the same ultimate load level $P_{u}$, caused by the debonding phenomenon, and despite the largest cross-sectional area involved. Specimen RHWC64 is similar to specimen RHWC8 in terms of CFRP cross-sectional area involved. However, the debonding failure occurs prior to the upper concrete crushing, leading to an ultimate load value lower than any other CFRP grid-PCM layer strengthened specimen. The delamination failure type and the rupture of the CFRP grid has not been observed in Series B, except for specimen RHWC4 (see Figure 9a), which shows the delamination failure of the partial CFRP grids (red dashed rectangular pointed by an arrow) that were near the critical shear crack.

3.2.2. Load–deflection ($P$–$\delta$) Responses

The load–deflection ($P$–$\delta$) values for the experimental specimens are plotted in Figure 10. Overall, the trend of the load–deflection responses contains one clearly visible inflection point changing the curve stiffness at load values of about 200 kN, corresponding to the first flexural cracking loads. A less clear inflection, but analyzed in data, occurs at about 500 kN, corresponding to the critical shear cracking. In addition, the initial fine flexural and shear cracks were observed during the test and then developed gradually on the surface of specimens as the loading value increased.

When compared to the control beam (i.e., N0'), the ultimate load capacity and the curve stiffness are almost same to the specimen only reinforced by PCM (i.e., RHWP), indicating that little shear resistance contribution for load-carrying capacity is provided by PCM. The load capacity of specimens reinforced by the CFRP grid-PCM (i.e., RHWC4, RHWC6, RHWC8, RHWC4', RHWC64) layer are improved in a range from 29.3 to 42.9% in comparison with the control beam (i.e., N0'), thus it can be noted that the strengthening effect of the CFRP grid is adequate. Furthermore, compared to specimen RHWC4, the ultimate load capacity of specimen RHWC8 and RHWC4' increase by approximately 7% and 8%, respectively, demonstrating that the ultimate load capacity increases with the cross-sectional area's increase and the spacing decrease of the vertical grids. However, once debonding failure occurs at the interface between the CFRP grid and concrete substrate during the whole loading process, as observed for specimen RHWC64, there is a decline in the ultimate load.
3.2.3. Load–strain (P–ε) Responses

The load–strain (P–ε) responses for each specimen are presented in Figure 11. The values plotted in each case correspond the strain measured with strain gauges located at the positions indicated in the inserts of each panel, labelled as S for the cases with no CFRP reinforcement and G for the CFRP reinforced specimens. The S and G positions are given in respect to the bearing and the load application points. In panel (a), the results show that the ultimate stirrup strains of the control beam (i.e., N0′) greatly exceed their yielding strain. For specimen RWHP, which is reinforced by PCM only, the stirrup strains increase gradually with the increase of the loading values but are not greater than the yielding strain at the end of the test. In addition, the P–δ responses of the CFRP grids present similar behavior to those of stirrups; meanwhile, the stiffness curves are larger than those of the control beams before the stirrups reach their yielding strain, so it can be concluded that the synergistic effect between the grids and concrete is obvious. Therefore, the shear force is primarily resisted by the stirrups in combination with the CFRP grids. In terms of specimens RHWC4, RHWC6, and RHWC8 (panels a, b, and c, respectively), the corresponding ultimate strain of the CFRP grid increases with the reduction of the cross-sectional area. On the other hand, the ultimate strain climbs as the loading values due to the CFRP grid. From this perspective, the conclusion can be drawn that delamination or debonding of the CFRP from the surrounding PCM (a second possible phenomenon) can be excluded, implying that local debonding occurred at the interface between FRP grids and the concrete substrate, rather than between the FRP grids and PCM. Similar results were also obtained by other studies [65,66]. Overall, none of the FRP grids’ strain reached rupture strain, as measured by uniaxial tensile tests when various load levels of strengthened beams arrived at ultimate states. In addition, the greatest number of cracks appear in RHWC4′ due to the minimum spacing of the CFRP grid in comparison with the others. Furthermore, the partial grid strains abruptly and dramatically become small (the ultimate strain is equal to the debonding strain at this time), and it can be concluded that the debonding failure occurs at the interface between the CFRP grid and the concrete substrate prior to the rupture of the CFRP grid.

Figure 10. Load–deflection (P–δ) responses of Series B.
Figure 11. Load–strain ($P–\varepsilon$) responses: (a) $N_0'$ and RHWP; (b) RHWC4; (c) RHWC6; (d) RHWC8; (e) RHWC4'; (f) RHWC64. The insert at each panel indicates the location of the strain gauges measured and shown in each plot.

4. Analytical Model of Shear Capacity

To predict the shear capacity of RC beams with a CFRP-PCM reinforcement layer, the following Equation (3) is usually used as the analytical system to obtain the shear capacity of strengthened beams ($V$), which is introduced by the Japan Road Association [67], given as follows:

$$V = V_{\text{con}} + V_{\text{pcm}} + V_{\text{st}} + V_{\text{g}}$$

where $V_{\text{con}}, V_{\text{pcm}}, V_{\text{st}},$ and $V_{\text{g}}$ are defined as the shear resistance contribution of the concrete, PCM, stirrups, and CFRP grid, respectively. It should be pointed out that the design method of PCM on shear contribution is very similar to concrete, according to previous experiments together with standards suggested [66,67], and this corresponding equation for PCM hence would not appear over and over;
rather, a small amount of difference would still be noted. All the mentioned parameters can be expressed as:

\[ V_{\text{con}}(V_{\text{PCM}}) = \frac{\beta_d \cdot \beta_p \cdot \beta_n \cdot f_{\text{vcd}} \cdot b_{\text{web}} \cdot h_0}{\gamma_b} \] (4)

where \( \gamma_b \) is defined as the reduction factor of member coefficient and the recommended value is equal to 1.00; while the calculation methods for \( f_{\text{vcd}} \) and for coefficients \( \beta_d \) and \( \beta_p \) are:

\[ \beta_d = \sqrt[4]{\frac{1000}{h_0}} \] (5)

\[ \beta_p = \sqrt[3]{100 \rho_w} \] (6)

\[ f_{\text{vcd}} = 0.20 \sqrt[3]{f'_{\text{c}}'} \] (7)

where \( f'_{\text{c}}' \) is defined as the design compressive strength of concrete or PCM; \( \rho_w \) is calculated by the Equation (2), as well as \( h_0 \), both mentioned in Section 2.1. The parameter \( \beta_n \), depending on the bending moment and the stress produced by axial forces, has value \( \beta_n = 1 \), since in this study no prestress is introduced.

The stirrup contribution is given by:

\[ V_{\text{st}} = A_{\text{web}} \cdot f_{y0} \cdot (\sin \alpha + \cos \alpha) \cdot z \cdot \gamma_b \] (8)

where, \( \alpha \) is defined as the angle between the stirrups and the longitudinal direction of the member; \( f_{y0} \) and \( A_{\text{web}} \) are defined as the yielding strength and cross-sectional areas in terms of internal stirrups here; \( z \) is defined as the ratio of the effective depth to the constant value 1.15; and coefficient value \( \gamma_b \) is equal to 1.15.

The CFRP grid contribution is given by:

\[ V_{\text{g}} = A'_{\text{web}} \cdot E_0 \cdot \varepsilon_u \cdot (\sin \alpha_s + \cos \alpha_s) \cdot z \cdot s_g \cdot \gamma_b \] (9)

where \( A'_{\text{web}} \) and \( E_0 \) are defined as the cross-sectional areas and elastic modulus with respect to vertical FRP grids regarded as the shear reinforcement here; \( \alpha_s \) is defined as the angle between the CFRP grid and transverse direction of the member; \( \varepsilon_u \) is defined as the rupture strain of the CFRP grid; \( s_g \) is defined as the spacing of the vertical grids, which are generally considered as external stirrups for better understanding; and the coefficient value \( \gamma_b \) is equal to 1.15.

The strengthened beam specimens are subjected to shear force during the whole loading process, and it is worth noting that some scholars have proposed that the debonding failure of FRP composites generally occurred at the interface prior to concrete crushing \[49,68,69\]. It can be observed from the experimental results that the local debonding failure occurred at the interface between the CFRP grid and the concrete in advance of the rupture of the CFRP grid. Therefore, the shear capacity evaluation method for concrete beams reinforced by a CFRP grid-PCM reinforcement layer, which is based on the effective strain of FRP rod introduced by JSCE’s Concrete Library \[70\], needs to be utilized, and the expression of corresponding effective strain is represented as follows:

\[ \varepsilon_{u,\text{rod}} = \sqrt{\frac{f'_{\text{med}} \rho_{w} E_s}{\rho_{\text{web}} E_g} \left[ 1 + 2 \left( \frac{\sigma_N'}{f'_{\text{med}}} \right) \right] \times 10^{-4}} \] (10)

where \( \rho_{\text{web}}, \rho_w \) are defined in Equations (1) and (2), respectively, \( E_s \) is defined as the elastic modulus of the tensile steel bars; \( E_g \) is defined as the elastic modulus of FRP rods and thus vertical FRP grids are used instead; \( f'_{\text{med}} \) and \( \sigma_N' \) are defined as the design compressive strength of concrete considering the
size effect from the specimens and the average value of the axial compressive strength, respectively. The values of $f'_{mcd}$ and $\sigma'_N$ are determined as:

$$f'_{mcd} = \left( \frac{h}{0.3} \right)^{-\frac{1}{3}} f'_c$$

(11)

$$\sigma'_N = \frac{N'_d + P_{ed}}{A}$$

(12)

where $P_{ed}$ is defined as the effective tensile force of reinforcement in the axial direction; $N'_d$ is defined as the design bending moment and axis compressive force; $A$ and $h$ are defined as the total cross-sectional area and the height of the specimen, respectively.

Using the effective strain defined in Equation (10), it is possible to evaluate the shear value $V$ according to Equation (3). Comparing the calculated shear ($V_{\text{cal,rod}}$) with the experimental ultimate shear capacity ($P_{\text{exp}}$), a safety ratio is defined. In Table 9, the values of $V_{\text{cal,rod}}$, $P_{\text{exp}}$ and safety ratios are listed, corresponding to the experimental values of this study and some collected data from other results [37,51,71]. The safety ratio values are in the range of 1.16 to 1.61 considering all strengthened beams. These values are much higher than 1.0, indicating that the method based on the effective strain of the FRP rod can be used to evaluate the shear capacity of RC beams using a CFRP grid and PCM layer. Similarly, the values of the effective strain can be evaluated from the experimental values of maximum strain of the CFRP grid ($\varepsilon_{p,\text{max}}$) listed in Table 9. The values increase with the reduction of the cross-sectional area of the CFRP grid. It can be seen that the smaller cross-sectional areas are, the better the deformation performance of the CFRP grid. If these strains are compared with the strains obtained by Equation (10) for the FRP rod (listed in Table 9), the values are much higher. This is because the FRP grid can resist higher shear force by vertical grids, horizontal grids, and grid points (as the intersections of vertical and horizontal grids), meaning that both vertical and horizontal grids have an inherent relation rather than only a single vertical direction of FRP grids working like an FRP rod. For this reason, there is a great difference between their load-transferring mechanisms; this can explain why the previous calculation system can be used to predict the shear capacity, but always being over-predictive.

**Table 9. Comparison between calculated value $V_{\text{cal,rod}}$ results and the corresponding experimental values.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Experimental Value $P_{\text{exp}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_{p,\text{max}}$ ($\times 10^{-6}$)</th>
<th>Calculated Value $V_{\text{cal,rod}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_{u,\text{rod}}$ ($\times 10^{-6}$)</th>
<th>$P_{\text{exp}}/V_{\text{cal,rod}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Series A</td>
<td>RWC5</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>10,533</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>3449</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC5</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>7853</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>3449</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series B</td>
<td>RHWC4</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>10,757</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>5494</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC6</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>7188</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>3374</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC8</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>5467</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>2747</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC4’</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>7412</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>3172</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC64</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>6981</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>3374</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature [50]</td>
<td>SB1</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>2100 *</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>2428</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature [36]</td>
<td>L3</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>4004</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>1833</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature [71]</td>
<td>SB2-3</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>2500 *</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>1684</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SB3-5</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>3400 *</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: symbol * means the actual value beyond the value shown in this table.

Therefore, a better evaluation method of shear capacity for concrete beams with CFRP grids should be developed to calculate or predict shear capacity more accurately than by using the previous method. To replace the effective strain corresponding to the FRP rod, the ultimate strain value of the FRP grid ($\varepsilon_{u,\text{grid}}$) has been defined as the measured ultimate or debonding strain of the CFRP grid.
(also called effective strain of CFRP grid [38,40]) and has been explored through regression analysis, in two series of tests. The analysis is shown in Figure 12 and the result is given as:

\[
\varepsilon_{u,\text{grid}} = \left( \frac{1}{0.0352 \rho_g + 0.0079} \right)^2 \times 10^{-6}
\]  

(13)

where \(\rho_g\) is defined as the cross-sectional area of the CFRP grid per unit length in the horizontal direction.

**Figure 12.** Effective strain of vertical CFRP grid.

Considering the new definition for the strain, the values for shear can be re-evaluated (labelled as \(V_{\text{cal,grid}}\), and shown in Appendix A) and compared with those obtained previously (\(V_{\text{cal,rod}}\)) in Table 9. The comparison is plot as the chart of Figure 13a. Again, the safety ratios of \(P_{\text{exp}} \) to \(V_{\text{cal,grid}}\) are beyond 1.00 so they satisfy the safety requirement. Similarly, the strain value \(\varepsilon_{u,\text{grid}}\) can be re-evaluated, and the values result much closer to the measured ones, as shown in Figure 13b. It can be deduced that the latter calculated system, which is proposed to evaluate the shear capacity for concrete beams externally bonded with a CFRP grid-PCM reinforcement layer, is demonstrated to be a more reasonable approach than the previous method.

**Figure 13.** Cont.
Figure 13. Comparison between the calculated and corresponding experimental values: (a) Comparison of shear capacity; (b) Comparison of CFRP grid strain.

5. Conclusions

(1) CFRP grids close to the shear cracks show orthogonal failure and the corresponding PCM experiences debonding failure when the specimen is strengthened on the web to resist shear force. It can be deduced that the shear strengthening effect of the CFRP grid-PCM reinforcement layer is insufficient if the RC beam is only reinforced by a strengthening layer on the web.

(2) Compared to the specimen with a reinforcement layer only in the web, better performances of specimens reinforced in both the web and haunch regions are obtained in terms of the second stiffness and the ultimate shear capacity, reconfirming that the CFRP grid-PCM layer used for the full sectional reinforcement of RC beams with an I-shaped profile is indispensable.

(3) The shear capacity is improved by 30–40% in specimens strengthened by a CFRP grid-PCM reinforcement layer. Considering the limited contribution of the PCM layer alone, the conclusion is that the shear strengthening of RC beams with CFRP grid-PCM layer is obvious and is primarily provided by the FRP grid.

(4) Better synergistic deformation of the CFRP grid is obtained when the corresponding reinforcement amount is reduced. On the other hand, delamination or debonding of the CFRP from the surrounding PCM can be excluded.

(5) Local debonding failure usually occurs at the FRP grid–concrete interface prior to the rupture of the CFRP grid. In addition, using the effective strain of the FRP rod to predict the effective/actual strain for the CFRP grid can be considered to be secure, but is somewhat over-predictive.

(6) A new evaluation method based on the CFRP grid’s effective strain has been developed in this paper. According to a series of experimental results and collected data from other results, this novel evaluation method is validated and a more effective and reasonable approach for predicting the shear capacity of RC beams using a CFRP grid-PCM layer is obtained.
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Appendix A

The following table contains details and supplementary data to Figure 13 of the main text.

Table A1. Comparison between calculated value $V_{cal,grid}$ and the corresponding experimental values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Experimental Value $P_{exp}$</th>
<th>Calculated Value $V_{cal,grid}$</th>
<th>$P_{exp}/V_{cal,grid}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$P_{exp}$ ($kN$)</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{p,max}$ ($\times 10^{-6}$)</td>
<td>$V_{cal,grid}$ ($kN$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series A</td>
<td>RWC5</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>10,533</td>
<td>634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC5</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>7853</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series B</td>
<td>RHWC4</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>10,757</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC6</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>7188</td>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC8</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>5467</td>
<td>819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC4'</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>7412</td>
<td>784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RHWC64</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>6981</td>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature [50]</td>
<td>SB1</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>2100 *</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature [36]</td>
<td>L3</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>4004</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature [71]</td>
<td>SB2-3</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>2500 *</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SB3-5</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>3400 *</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: symbol * means actual value beyond the value shown in this table.
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